Choose Your Boat!
Mahogany Series
In-Step Series
Racer Series

9 specialized models tailored for
the beginning sculler to top-level
competitors.

Flyweight to Heavyweight:
Mahogany Classics to Advanced
Composites - Each Levator is hand
built by Jürgen Kaschper.

Jürgen has boat building
in his blood, dating back more than six
generations through his family’s
ancestry in Eberbach, Germany
where many people to the present
derive their livelihood from the
Neckar River. In 1972, at the age of
16 he began his formal training at
Kaschper Racing Shells in Lucan,
Ontario under the direction of his
father, Jakob.

“I like what I do.”
- Jürgen Kaschper

Torque

3 Levels of Excellence

Get In-Step with the Torque!
A revolutionary concept; The In-Step
solves a complex problem with all singles
and scullers; stepping in and out of a narrow boat
without harming the boat or the sculler. The
solution is to lower the center portion of the seat
to the keel. Lowering the center of gravity gives
maximum stability and also reduces
the amount of tuck required to get in and out
of the shell, thereby lessening strain
on hips and knees. The In-Step makes space for
convenient storage of water bottles
and integrates a lifting handle located on the balance
point of the shell.

Next generation ELITE racing single!
The Torque is Levator’s elite racer, designed as a
response to people who asked for
a boat to carry forward the strengths of the Racer Series
boats and raise the rower
to the next level of racing. Available in two
weight classes – middleweight and
heavyweight – the Torque is a boat designed for speed.

Length: 27 feet 6 inches
Width: 11 inches
Depth: 6.25 inches
Weight: 32 lbs.

Rower Weight Class:
Lightweight: 125 – 180
Middleweight: 180 – 185
Heavyweight: 185 – 215 lbs.

Light

In-Step Series Light
The Light is a great choice for small women
because it is built specifically to meet
their needs. Yet even with its strengths as a
performance racer it still sets up well
and is forgiving, which makes it an ideal
boat for youth rowing.

"The Light is made for youth rowing and men and women
weighing under 130 lbs. The boat is compact but it
is not cut down. It’s 24 feet long, so it’s size
specific for lightweight rowers. It’s a scaled
down racer but like the Torque the hull is a little
fuller in the bow to add stability at the catch. These
things combined with the adjustability
and superior hardware, makes for a great boat for
rowing as well as gaining a solid
foundation in sculling."

- Jürgen Kaschper, boat builder

Length: 24 feet
Width: 11.5 inches
Depth: 6.25 inches
Weight: 32 lbs.

Rower Weight Class:
Flyweight: 90 – 130 lbs.